Walkerville Primary School has a very proud tradition of achievement and cohesiveness that is enhanced by the school uniform and dress code.

A school uniform assists parents to provide functional and cost-effective clothing for their children. For some parents, it also reduces anxiety about clothing choice. The uniform also identifies students as belonging to the school and can assist teachers with duty of care in the school yard and on excursion.

Governing Council has approved the ‘Uniform Code’ and all students are required to comply. Whilst compliance will be monitored in a very compassionate way, continued and persistent breaches may lead to exclusion from the playing yard or excursions.

**MAKE UP & JEWELLERY**

Wrist watches and items considered safe in the school environment are acceptable. An example of an acceptable item is a small crucifix and chain contained inside the clothing.

Fashion-type jewellery is not permitted and its security is not the school’s responsibility.

Any hair accessories, eg ribbons, must be in colour tones suited to uniform.

Make up and nail polish are not considered appropriate for primary age children at school.

**FOOTWEAR**

Children’s footwear should be safe and in good order. Thongs are not permitted under OHSW regulations.

**HATS**

The wearing of the school hat from September 1 to May 31 in all outdoor activities during school hours is both a ‘Sunsafe Policy’ and ‘Uniform Code’ requirement.

Navy wide-brim or legionnaires hat with logo as issued by the school is compliant with the uniform code.

**CODE FOR GIRLS**

- **Tops**
  - Red School Boss Top Logo Windcheaters.
  - Year 7 special windcheater/ cardigan.
  - Red short or long sleeved polo shirt, with blue strip collar and logo.
  - **Pants**
    - Plain navy straight leg, cargo, short leggings or track pants.
    - Plain navy rugby or similar navy shorts.
    - [Long or short pants must not contain brands, slogans or stripes, etc.]
  - **Dresses**
    - Summer- blue check summer school dress.
    - Winter - Grey, red and navy check skirt or pinafore.
  - **Other**
    - Navy culottes
    - White, red or navy blouse / skivvy for under pinafore or polo tops
    - Red or navy tights
    - Navy raincoat (optional)
    - Navy polar fleece vest (optional)
    - Navy or red scarf (optional)

**CODE FOR BOYS**

- **Tops**
  - Red School Boss Top Logo Windcheaters.
  - Year 7 special windcheater/ cardigan.
  - Red short or long sleeved polo shirt with blue strip collar and logo.
  - **Pants**
    - Plain navy straight, cargo or track pants.
    - Plain navy rugby or similar navy shorts.
    - [Long or short pants must not contain brands, slogans or stripes, etc.]
  - **Other**
    - Navy raincoat (optional)
    - Navy polar fleece vest (optional)

**SPORTS UNIFORM**

Governing council has endorsed a uniform code for its sporting teams. There are sports tops that are specific to some sports and parents will be required to purchase a new or second hand top. The shorts will remain plain navy blue.

Sports tops are not to be worn at school as a substitute for the standard uniform.
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